daoist inner cultivation thought
The Inner Cultivation Tradition
Those of us who have studied the surviving textual sources from the late Warring States and early Han are confronted with an array of separate texts. Given the limited production and circulation of written works in this period, it simply is not logical to conclude that they were all produced independently of one another.2 Indeed, some of them cite or borrow material from others, such as the Mencius citing the Analects, the 'Outer Chapters' of the Zhuangzi and the Huainanzi citing the Laozi, and so on; so we know that at least some later authors were aware of earlier written works. But even if the Mencius never cited the Analects by title or Confucius by name, we would understand that the two works were intellectually related because they share a common set of philosophical concerns, the most important of which are benevolence (ren 仁), propriety (li 禮), knowledge (zhi 知), rightness ( yi 義), and filiality (xiao 孝). These philosophical concerns, furthermore, are positively valued in these two works and in a third major work of this early intellectual tradition, the Xunzi. These concepts form a unique field of discourse and techniques that can be used to differentiate distinctive intellectual lineages in pre-Han China. The very existence and survival of works like the Analects, the Mencius, and the Xunzi imply that there must have been some sort of social organization to create, copy, and transmit them.3 Relying on the evidence of a teacher-student social relationship that we find in many sources, starting with the Analects, we can postulate that this is the basis for the social organization that created, preserved, and transmitted the texts of the distinctive philosophical lineages in pre-Han China.
Indeed, Mark Lewis posits the existence of such groups, which were outside the 'ambit of the state' and were formed by master-disciple traditions that relied on writing both to transmit doctrine or information and to establish group loyalties. . . . Internal evidence of shifting usage and doctrinal contradictions shows that several of these works evolved over long periods of time. The masters were invented and certified as wise men in this progressive rewriting by
